




Sensations

• Result from stimuli that initiate afferent 
impulses

• Eventually reach a conscious level in the 
cerebral cortex

• All sensations involve receptor organs

• Simplest receptor organs are bare nerve 
endings



Sensations

• Pain

• Temperature

• Pressure

• Touch

• Special Senses
– Sight

– Hearing

– Taste

– Smell

– Orientation in space



Receptors

• Exteroceptors

– Detect stimuli near outer body surface

• Interoceptors

– Detect stimuli from inside the body

• Proprioceptors

– Detect stimuli deep within the body



Exteroceptors

• Cold

• Warmth

• Touch

• Pressure

• Special senses
– Hearing

– Vision



Interoceptors

• Taste

• Smell

• pH

• Distension

• Spasm

• Flow



Sensory Receptor

• Peripheral component of an afferent axon and 
the centrally located nerve cell body of that 
axon.

• Convert different types of energy into nerve 
signals (sound, light, thermal, chemical, and 
mechanical).

• Generally receptors are specific and only 
respond to one form of energy.





















































The Tongue

- Tongue is the sense organ that detects 

flavor.

- Inside the grooves there are many taste buds which are 

taste receptors.
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Eat

Speech Taste

The tongue moves and pushes a 

small bit of food along with 

saliva into your esophagus, 

which is a food pipe that leads 

from your throat to your 

stomach.

• The top of your tongue is covered with a layer of 

bumps called papillae

• . Papillae help grip food and move it around while 

you chew. 

• They contain your taste buds, so you can taste 

everything.
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Process to taste food

- Flavoring chemicals in food dissolve in the 

saliva

- Stimulates the taste buds to send messages 

to the brain.

- Messages are sent to the brain to give us the 

taste of the food

chemicals
in food

sensory cell



- Humans have four kinds of taste buds. 

- They can detect four kinds of tastes: 

sweet, sour, salty and bitter.

- Each kind of taste buds is not evenly 

distributed on the tongue. 

Thus, certain parts of the tongue are 

more sensitive to a particular taste 

than the others.
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Structures of the eye

Cornea

Iris

Cornea

Optic Nerve
________________: Transparent coating which covers 
the iris and the pupil at the front of the eye. 

________________: The colored part of the eye that 
regulates the amount of light entering the eye.



Structures of the eye

Pupil

Lens

________________: The opening at the center of the iris.(hole)

________________: A clear part of the eye behind the iris that helps 
to focus light, or an image on the retina

Optic Nerve

Cornea

Optic Nerve



________________: The light-sensitive tissue lining at the back of 
the eye. The retina converts light into electrical impulses that are 
sent to the brain through the optic nerve)

________________: A bundle of more than one million nerve fibers 
that carries visual messages from the retina to the brain.

Optic Nerve

Structures of the eye

Retina

Optic Nerve

Cornea



How does it all work?

1. ____________________ bounce off an object you are looking at.

2. Light then enters through the outer part of the eye, called the 
___________________.

3. Next, light rays go through an opening called the _____________.

4. Light passes through the lens on its way to the back of the eye.

5. The retina sees the world upside down, but the ___________ 
turns it right side up.

6. When you look at an object, each eye sees a slightly different 
picture.  The brain combines the images into one picture.

Light Rays

Cornea
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How do we smell ?

- Nose is the sense organ that detects smell.

- There are millions of smell receptors inside 

our nose.

nasal cavity
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Process to smell food

- When we breathe, some chemicals enter our 

nose

=> chemicals dissolve in the mucus

=> stimulate the smell receptors to produce 

messages

=> These messages are sent to the brain to 

give us the odor of the food.

Some chemicals in the 
food diffuse 
into the air.



We use both smell and taste to detect the flavor of food.

Holding your nose can help take 
away unpleasant taste of food.



Why do warm foods have stronger flavor than cold 
foods?

This is because when food is heated, more 
chemicals in food diffuse into the air.



Our tongue can only distinguish about 4 different 
tastes. But our nose can distinguish about 4000 
different chemicals.

Thus, when our nose is also used to sense 
the food, the food ‘tastes’ better.Our nose can tell us not only the sweet 

taste of ice-cream, but also whether 
it is chocolate flavour or not.


